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Abstract: In unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetric surveys, the camera
can be pre-calibrated or can be calibrated “on-the-job” using structure-from-motion and
a self-calibrating bundle adjustment. This study investigates the impact on mapping accuracy
of UAV photogrammetric survey blocks, the bundle adjustment and the 3D reconstruction
process under a range of typical operating scenarios for centimetre-scale natural landform
mapping (in this case, a coastal cliff). We demonstrate the sensitivity of the process to
calibration procedures and the need for careful accuracy assessment. For this investigation,
vertical (nadir or near-nadir) and oblique photography were collected with 80%–90%
overlap and with accurately-surveyed (σ ≤ 2 mm) and densely-distributed ground control.
This allowed various scenarios to be tested and the impact on mapping accuracy to be
assessed. This paper presents the results of that investigation and provides guidelines that
will assist with operational decisions regarding camera calibration and ground control for
UAV photogrammetry. The results indicate that the use of either a robust pre-calibration or
a robust self-calibration results in accurate model creation from vertical-only photography,
and additional oblique photography may improve the results. The results indicate that
if a dense array of high accuracy ground control points are deployed and the UAV
photography includes both vertical and oblique images, then either a pre-calibration or an
on-the-job self-calibration will yield reliable models (pre-calibration RMSEXY = 7.1 mm
and on-the-job self-calibration RMSEXY = 3.2 mm). When oblique photography was
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excluded from the on-the-job self-calibration solution, the accuracy of the model deteriorated
(by 3.3 mm horizontally and 4.7 mm vertically). When the accuracy of the ground control
was then degraded to replicate typical operational practice (σ = 22 mm), the accuracy
of the model further deteriorated (e.g., on-the-job self-calibration RMSEXY went from
3.2–7.0 mm). Additionally, when the density of the ground control was reduced, the model
accuracy also further deteriorated (e.g., on-the-job self-calibration RMSEXY went from
7.0–7.3 mm). However, our results do indicate that loss of accuracy due to sparse ground
control can be mitigated by including oblique imagery.
Keywords: structure-from-motion; multi-view stereopsis; UAV; calibration; oblique
imagery; ground control accuracy

1. Introduction
The optimal workflow for high accuracy three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction using unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) (also known as remotely-piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) or drones) is the
underlying motivation for much of the current research surrounding the use of photogrammetric,
structure-from-motion (SfM) and multi-view stereopsis (MVS) techniques [1–11] with UAV imagery
(UAV-MVS). This study is part of the research focussing on the application of UAV-MVS for mapping
natural landform changes [12]. UAV-MVS has the potential to produce high accuracy 3D point clouds
and digital surface models (DSMs), provided the workflow used in the data capture and processing is
robust. Initial research has shown that the technique is capable of producing accuracies in the order of
25–40 mm when flying at 25–50 m above ground level (AGL) [12], but these findings do not show how
accurate the technique could be under optimal survey design conditions. Quantification of positional
accuracy is key to detecting and attributing centimetre-scale landform change.
The study site chosen for this research is a sheltered coastline that is eroding gradually.
Prahalad et al. [13] suggest that although typical erosion rates along sheltered coasts are in the range
of 10–20 cm/year the impact of single events contributing to this erosion cannot reliably be measured
using satellite imagery or aerial photography and only becomes evident when a number of events have
caused cumulative erosion. UAV-MVS may offer the ability to monitor small changes at temporal
resolutions suited to the requirement for pre- and post-event mapping and at spatial resolutions of higher
than 1–3 cm, allowing researchers to gain new understandings of these processes at the resolution of
single events.
Camera network design and the distribution and accuracy of ground control are key determinants
of the mapping accuracy that can be achieved from UAV-MVS. A number of studies have compared
SfM and MVS derived products to total station surveyed check points [12,14,15], to DGPS
(Differential Global Positioning System) surveyed check points [16–18] and to LiDAR or terrestrial
laser scanning [19–23]. Some have pre-calibrated the camera [14,17], and others have relied on
self-calibration [12,15,18,23,24] or compared the two options [16,19,20]. While these studies provided
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guidance for those making operational decisions during survey design and implementation, our study
builds on previous work by quantifying the impact of camera calibration on the accuracy of UAV-MVS
point clouds. The assessment of UAV-MVS techniques using a precise total station survey (σ ≤ 2 mm)
of ground control and verification points has not been done to date, particularly in the context of natural
landform mapping.
The magnitude of systematic and random errors in a point cloud derived from UAV-MVS will be
influenced by camera specifications (sensor format, lens focal length, etc.), camera calibration accuracy,
camera network geometry, the distribution and accuracy of ground control and the precision with which
targets can be measured and matched. The majority of cameras used in recent years for UAV surveys
have not been designed for photogrammetric accuracy [25]. Non-metric “prosumer” or consumer-grade
digital cameras are a popular choice for UAV-MVS, because of their light weight and low cost. These
cameras are not manufactured to the same standards as metric cameras, and as a result, they exhibit much
greater magnitudes of distortion and instability [25–28]. These unstable calibration characteristics and
potentially large lens distortions, if not reliably modelled, will impact 3D accuracy [29,30]. Some studies
have used a zoom lens [12]; however, a fixed focal length prime lens is likely to be more stable [25]. It is
important that a calibration is undertaken that will adequately model a camera and lens at a chosen focus
and focal length. It is necessary to fix the focal length and focus for each calibration and, if necessary,
to perform a calibration for each setting needed for mapping surveys [25,26]. Camera calibration is
therefore an important component of the photogrammetric process.
Pre-calibration using an image set captured from a typical operating distance (flying height) and
a convergent camera station network, processed independently of the survey imagery, can be used
to derive camera calibration parameters. Alternatively, pre-calibration can be performed more easily
using an image set acquired at close range using a calibration array, such as a pattern (e.g., a checker
board), a 3D targeted object or a target field. In this case, the calibration is computed from images
acquired at camera-to-target distances shorter than those of a typical UAV survey. In the case of an
on-the-job self-calibration, the camera calibration is derived from image coordinates measured in the
mapping photography and including the camera calibration parameters as unknowns in a self-calibrating
bundle adjustment.
The simplest option for camera calibration is usually to include camera calibration parameters as
unknowns in a self-calibrating bundle adjustment. Advances in automated feature identification and
matching in recent years have enabled users of consumer-grade cameras to model distortion relatively
easily using the self-calibration approach based on a minimal number of overlapping photographs.
There is a risk that the camera calibration parameters are derived from a relatively low number of
images and a relatively poor camera geometry. In this situation, there is an increased potential for
projective coupling between the interior and exterior orientation parameters [25,27]. This means that,
while the calibration may be sufficient for the network of images acquired for the particular mapping
task, the distortion parameters derived in this way are generally considered specific to the dataset and
not necessarily applicable to other image sets. Poorly-modelled camera calibration leads to model
deformation, particularly if the camera network is comprised of traditional nadir photography in strips
and blocks [16,27,28,30].
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The accuracy of the measurements directly impacts the repeatability of data capture, and this, in
turn, impacts change detection. If the aim of a camera calibration is to reuse the calibration in
high accuracy applications, then the calibration must not be specific to a particular camera network.
A robust, reusable photogrammetric pre-calibration requires a camera network design and target objects
that provide a comprehensive geometric modelling of a camera’s image space, independent of the
target scene [26,31]. Precisely-coordinated target arrays or engineered 3D target objects, often used in
close-range photogrammetric applications, such as engineering metrology, are generally inappropriate
for UAV 3D mapping applications, because it is prohibitive to manufacturer arrays that are large enough
to accommodate camera fields of view at typical flying heights.
For precise UAV surveys, a deliberate choice needs to be made between the different options. When
using the self-calibration approach, the flight plan needs to incorporate design elements that promote
effective and robust self-calibration. The inclusion of oblique imagery has the potential to improve the
camera model, to reduce model deformation and to improve modelling of complex 3D forms, particularly
when coupled with a good control distribution and a target scene that contains objects that result in
reliable image matching [16,27,28,30,32,33].
Our experience with analysing configuration requirements and assessing the accuracy of UAV-MVS
for monitoring centimetre-scale landform change demonstrated a need to assess the sensitivity of the
process to camera calibration procedures [12]. The choices made when incorporating the camera model
(in particular lens distortion) into UAV-MVS processing and the impact of camera network design and
calibration procedure choices on model accuracy is the focus of this study.
The objectives of this investigation are: (i) to evaluate the impact of the camera calibration method on
the model accuracy, specifically comparing self-calibration methods and pre-calibration options; (ii) to
ascertain if self-calibration can result in comparable accuracy to pre-calibration if there is an appropriate
camera network design, ground control point (GCP) distribution and GCP survey method accuracy;
(iii) to assess the impact of additional oblique imagery on a predominantly nadir self-calibration; and
(iv) to assess the influence of GCP quality on point cloud accuracy by comparing a precise total station
survey and a DGPS survey of GCPs.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Study Site
The study site is a 50 m section of Pittwater Estuary, a sheltered estuarine waterway in southeastern
Tasmania, Australia (Figure 1). For this study, a section of an erosion scarp was chosen as the focus
area to evaluate the impact of calibration choices on derived UAV-MVS point clouds. The vegetation
is characterised by coastal grasses along an erosion scarp with salt marsh at the southern end of the
study site.
2.2. Hardware
The UAV used in this study was an OktoKopter UAV platform [34] with a Droidworx eight rotor
airframe. The aircraft has an electric multi-rotor system and is capable of carrying a ∼2.5-kg payload
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for approximately 8–10 min. An on-board navigation-grade GPS (5–10 m positional accuracy), IMU,
3D digital compass and barometric altimeter allow the system to navigate to predefined waypoints. A
Canon 550D digital SLR camera with a 20 mm prime lens was attached to a stabilised camera mount that
allows camera tilt to be controlled by the UAV operator. This camera has a lightweight body and provides
control over ISO, aperture and shutter speed settings. Focus was fixed at infinity, and the camera settings
were carefully chosen to reduce motion blur when acquiring images at 1 Hz (one photo per second,
1/1250 shutter speed). A Leica TS06 plus total station theodolite was used to capture ground control
using a precise survey (explained below).

Figure 1.
The study site is an eroding coastal scarp in a sheltered estuary in
southeastern Tasmania, Australia. The map portrays the distribution of ground control and
validation points.
2.3. Ground Control and Validation Point Distribution
A total of 47 targets was distributed throughout the study area (Figure 1). Thirteen of these were used
as GCPs and 34 as validation points (VPs). The GCPs were placed along two sides of the study area
and through the middle. The targets were coded targets generated by Agisoft PhotoScan Professional
(version 1.0.4) (Agisoft LLC) and printed onto 50 × 50 cm matte finish plastic boards with the black
centre circle measuring 11 cm in diameter (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. A printed PhotoScan coded target as imaged in one of the UAV photographs from
the nadir image set.
To provide for a pre-calibration, a target field adjacent to the study site was established. It comprised
47 printed PhotoScan targets distributed across an area of approximately 25 × 25 m. Ten targets were
placed on top of tripods set up to provide as much variation in height as was practical and to provide
a variation in height that was similar to that of the topography on the erosion site. The variation in target
height was approximately 10% of the flying height (approximately 17–22 m AGL). In addition, two large
measuring tapes were laid out in orthogonal directions to help with target matching and to provide an
additional means of obtaining scale if necessary. Five GCPs, one in the centre of the target field and four
approximately 5 m from the centre, were accurately surveyed using a total station; the remainder were
left as uncoordinated tie points.
2.4. Precise Total Station Survey
The GCP and VPs were either theodolite stations or radiated detail points measured from those
stations at least 3–4 times facing left and facing right. A short 30 cm prism pole with a staff bullseye
bubble was used for all point radiations to reduce errors in vertical alignment of the prism over
each point. The final coordinates were determined through a least squares network adjustment using
LISCAD [35]. The precision achieved for GCP and VP points was σX = 1 mm, σY = 1.4 mm and
σZ = 1.1 mm. A GCP and VP 3D precision of σXY Z = 2 mm was adopted for subsequent calibration
and model generation steps.
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2.5. Degradation of Precise Total Station GCPs to Typical DGPS Accuracy
In most operational situations, a total station survey is too time consuming, and so, the DGPS survey
is used to map GCPs. To compare the impact of surveying the GCPs using DGPS instead of a precise
total station, the GCP coordinates were degraded using random values from a Gaussian distribution to
introduce an error equivalent to typical DGPS. The accuracy setting was chosen based on descriptions
in the manufacturer’s manual for a typical DGPS system (in this case, the Leica 1200 [36]). For
surveys carried out in rapid static and static mode after initialization (compliance with ISO17123-8),
RMS accuracy is quoted as 5 mm + 0.5 ppm horizontally and 10 mm + 0.5 ppm vertically. For
surveys carried out in kinematic (phase) moving mode after initialization, RMS accuracy is quoted as
10 mm + 1 ppm horizontally and 20 mm + 1 ppm vertically. For this study site, the usual GPS base
station location is approximately 2 km away, and assuming a lower accuracy in rapid static mode due to
the possibility of systematic errors, the accuracy chosen to approximate a DGPS survey was the worst
case RMS accuracy of a kinematic survey (20 mm + 1 ppm over 2 km = 22 mm). Each 3D coordinate
for the GCPs (not the VPs) therefore had a random error applied constrained by the standard deviation:
1σXY Z = 22 mm. This was considered a more robust method of comparison than simply surveying
the GCPs with DGPS, as the accuracy of the survey can be influenced by a range of factors, including
satellite orbit geometry, obstructions, such as over-hanging trees or terrain, and error correlation between
stations. Controlling the accuracy of these DGPS equivalent coordinates provides an indication of the
impact of less precise GCPs, both on the calibration reliability and 3D reconstruction quality, although
not addressing circumstances where the precision of the GPS coordinates is variable across the study site
because of, for example, reduced satellite visibility.
2.6. UAV Survey
2.6.1. Flights for Pre-Calibration
To obtain convergent imagery of the 3D target field, a circular path was flown three times (Figure 3).
For the first flight, the camera was mounted normally in landscape orientation. To ensure the targets were
distributed throughout the frame of the camera, the camera mount roll angle was set so that the camera
was in opposing portrait orientations in the second and third flights, respectively. The camera angle was
set at 65° for each flight, and the UAV was flown in a circle (with an approximate radius of 6 m) at an
altitude of approximately 18 m (AGL). The UAV was orientated to point at the centre GCP target in the
calibration field to ensure convergent photography.
2.6.2. Study Site Flights
A traditional nadir photogrammetric flight path was flown over the main study site with 80%–90%
overlap immediately after the calibration flights. The flight dynamics of the aircraft do not allow strict
adherence to the flight plan; however, the aircraft usually stays within ∼2–3 m of the planned path. The
AGL flying height was approximately 20–25 m, and the entire area was covered in two flights. Three
additional flight lines were flown with the camera tilted so that a set of oblique images of the erosion
could be captured. Again, these were flown so that overlap was approximately 80%–90%.
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Figure 3. Calibration flight point cloud and camera network showing the 50 convergent
camera stations and the 3D target array with some targets set up on tripods.
2.7. Scenarios
A total of 28 scenarios were tested. The assessed key variables were: (i) the camera calibration; (ii) the
precision of GCPs; (iii) the number of GCPs; and (iv) the inclusion or exclusion of oblique photography.
Table 1 lists those scenarios and assigns each scenario a code based on the variable settings of each.
Table 1. Scenarios tested and the codes assigned based on calibration type (checker board,
target field, “on-the-job” self-calibration (OTJ self-cal.)), ground control point (GCP) σ,
GCP count and whether the oblique imagery set was included.
Scenario Code

Calibration Type

Calibration Software

GCP σ
(mm)

GCP Count
<N>

Oblique
(Yes/No)

Lens13GCP2mm
Lens13GCP2mmObl
PS13GCP2mm
PS13GCP2mmObl
Pre<N>GCP0mm (e.g., “Pre5GCP0mm”)
Pre<N>GCP0mmObl
Pre<N>GCP2mm
Pre<N>GCP2mmObl
Pre<N>GCP22mm
Pre<N>GCP22mmObl
Self<N>GCP0mm
Self<N>GCP0mmObl
Self<N>GCP2mm
Self<N>GCP2mmObl
Self<N>GCP22mm
Self<N>GCP22mmObl

Checker board
Checker board
Target field
Target field
Target field
Target field
Target field
Target field
Target field
Target field
OTJ self-cal.
OTJ self-cal.
OTJ self-cal.
OTJ self-cal.
OTJ self-cal.
OTJ self-cal.

Lens
Lens
PhotoScan
PhotoScan
CalibCam
CalibCam
CalibCam
CalibCam
CalibCam
CalibCam
PhotoScan
PhotoScan
PhotoScan
PhotoScan
PhotoScan
PhotoScan

2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
22
22
0
0
2
2
22
22

13
13
13
13
5,13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13
5, 13

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
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2.8. Calibration Options
Four calibration options were evaluated:
(a) a checker board pre-calibration using Lens [37];
(b) a target field pre-calibration using PhotoScan [38];
(c) a target field pre-calibration using CalibCam [39]; and
(d) an “on-the-job” self-calibration using PhotoScan.
Each option is defined in Table 1 by the calibration type and the calibration software columns. These
options were chosen based on the fact that PhotoScan is the main point cloud generation software
package used in this research, and comparing it to a more traditional calibration package (CalibCam)
and an automated calibration package (Lens) will allow us to understand the impact of the calibration
method on generated point cloud accuracy. Option (a) (Lens) did not require any manual input, whereas
the other three options required target centroiding in the imagery. Each calibration results in estimates
of focal length, principal point coordinates, three radial distortion coefficients and two asymmetric lens
distortion coefficients (following Brown [40]). Some conventions regarding calibration parameters in
CalibCam differ slightly from those used in Lens and PhotoScan, such as different sign conventions, and
these were modified accordingly.
2.8.1. Checker Board Pre-Calibration Using Lens
A set of photographs of a checker board pattern on a computer screen was taken from various angles
whilst endeavouring to ensure that the pattern filled the field of view and remained in focus (which meant
that the camera was not focussed at infinity). The image set was loaded into Lens. The software ran a
bundle adjustment based on the matched corners of the checker board pattern to generate camera model
parameters and lens distortion coefficients ready for import into PhotoScan. This process was repeated to
ensure that the results were consistent. The residuals for one of the calibrations were marginally better,
and the most accurate result was adopted.
2.8.2. Target Field Pre-Calibration Using PhotoScan
The set of 50 images from the convergent photography flights over the target field were loaded into
PhotoScan, and the markers were detected. In PhotoScan, the marker detection algorithm is proprietary
and requires considerable marker point placement verification and adjustment by the human operator.
The marker centres were carefully checked and manually adjusted where required. Coordinates for the
five GCP were uploaded and an initial alignment executed. The resulting point cloud was cleaned using
PhotoScan’s “Gradual Selection” tool with the reprojection error filter. This tool allows points in the
cloud to be selected and deleted based on a filter option, in this case a reprojection error value greater
than approximately one (“Editing point cloud” in Agisoft PhotoScan [41]). After each deletion, the
solution is optimised using PhotoScan’s “Optimize” tool that recalculates the bundle adjustment based
on the new point set. The camera calibration coefficients derived via this alignment and self-calibration
were exported for later application to the study site project.
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Mismatches that occur during the initial alignment result in obviously incorrect points in the sparse
point cloud, and leaving these incorrect points in the cloud will degrade the derived camera model.
Editing the point cloud to clean it up so that the final optimised point cloud matches the surface as
closely as possible is difficult, particularly when the mismatches occur over grassy terrain, as the “true”
grass surface is not easily determined. Masking out all of the grass prior to alignment results in a very
sparse point cloud, and in practice, it is not possible to reliably clean all erroneous grass points from the
alignment-derived sparse point cloud. The first alignment can be cleaned and optimised to improve the
derived camera model prior to point cloud densification; however, any remaining image matching errors
will influence the derived camera model. The PhotoScan software allows precise placement of markers
at the centre of targets in each image; however, it is not possible to align using only those defined target
centres. Additionally, when the alignment completes, points corresponding to manually-placed target
centres are not represented in the sparse point cloud. If there were a point corresponding to each ground
control target, then it would be possible to delete all of the points, except those at marker locations, and
to use PhotoScan to perform a more traditional calibration of the camera that bases the calibration only
on the correspondence between target locations defined in the imagery and the marker location in the
point cloud.
2.8.3. Target Field Pre-Calibration Using CalibCam
We employed another camera calibration software in this project, because of its additional
functionality. CalibCam provides target centroiding tools, has the ability to fix calibration coefficients
and allows the operator to set GCP XYZ standard deviation estimates and image space measurement
accuracy estimates. Automatic and manual target centroid tools were used to place control markers on
the 5 GCPs and the remaining uncoordinated targets (termed relative points in CalibCam) in all of the
images. CalibCam target identification requires significant human input. The high resolution of the
imagery coupled with the low flying height resulted in successful automatic identification of centroids
for most GCP and VP targets; however, other targets closer to the edge of the images had significant
view angles or were impacted by glare and were more difficult to centroid. Based on examination of the
residuals and an assessment of the variance factor (0.9–1.1 is the target range) from the first resection (for
interior orientation) and the bundle adjustment, 0.6 pixels were adopted as the image space measurement
accuracy setting. The GCP standard deviation estimate was set as 2 mm for each X, Y and Z ordinate.
The adjustment resulted in estimates of focal length, principal point coordinates, three radial distortion
coefficients and two asymmetric distortion coefficients, and the result had a variance factor of 1.01 (with
1686 degrees of freedom).
2.8.4. “On-The-job” Self-Calibration Using Agisoft PhotoScan
The steps involved in generating a 3D point cloud together with the estimated position and pose
of the camera stations and a solution for the camera model parameters are similar regardless of the
SfM/MVS software used. For this study, the aim was to ensure that the scenarios were all based on the
same PhotoScan project, so that there was minimal difference in the processing steps. This base project
contained 172 good-quality, high-resolution images from the nadir and oblique flights that corresponded
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to 80%–90% overlap (any images that resulted in greater than 95% overlap were avoided). Any water
or saturated (reflecting) sand was masked out of each image. The on-board navigation-grade GPS data
were used to geocode the images, so that an initial alignment could be done based on these approximate
positions. The 13 GCPs and 34 VPs were loaded into the project and detected in the imagery. Each
marker was checked and edited when required to ensure that it was located and centroided in as many
images as feasible. Once these markers were placed, the base project was used for the set up, and the
following options were varied to produce 28 different operational scenarios:
(a) The camera calibration settings were set to either the Lens, PhotoScan or CalibCam pre-calibration
parameters and fixed or these parameters were left unfixed for the self-calibration scenarios;
(b) Only the PhotoScan markers corresponding to the GCPs (5 or 13) were used for the final bundle
adjustment, and no VPs nor camera positions were used in this step;
(c) The marker coordinates were altered for the DGPS equivalent scenarios;
(d) The estimated standard deviation for horizontal and vertical GCP accuracy (1σXY Z ) was set to
either 0 mm, 2 mm or 22 mm and;
(e) The oblique images were turned off for the scenarios with that image set excluded.
An alignment was run in each of the 28 projects. Each alignment resulted in a sparse point cloud,
which was manually edited to remove any obvious erroneous points (typically where there was tall
grass or complex woody vegetation). As described in (a), above, PhotoScan’s “Gradual Selection”
and “Optimize” tools were used to clean the sparse cloud before generating a dense point cloud. The
position and estimated error information were exported. Only the VP positions and their corresponding
positions in the derived point clouds were used to calculate error metrics (RMSE, standard deviation,
mean, median, maximum and minimum), and boxplots were generated to visualise these results.
2.9. GCP Accuracy (GCP σ)
The estimated accuracy of the total station survey was σXY Z = 2 mm. PhotoScan only allows the input
of a single estimate of “Marker Accuracy” (rather than an input for X, Y and Z accuracy for each GCP or
the GCP set), and therefore, 2 mm was chosen as a reasonable approximation for the 3D GCP accuracy
to one standard deviation (1σ). Based on this decision, it was necessary to set the same GCP accuracy
value of 2 mm for each X, Y and Z ordinate in the CalibCam pre-calibration and a “Marker Accuracy”
of 2 mm in the PhotoScan pre-calibration. In the PhotoScan documentation, it is suggested that “Marker
Accuracy” should be set to zero “if the real marker accuracy is within 0.02 m” (Under Optimization
at Agisoft PhotoScan WIKI [42]). In light of this recommendation, we included an additional scenario
set with σXY Z = 0 mm. The final standard deviation scenario set is based on the degraded GCP positions
that mimic a DGPS survey (Section 2.5), with σXY Z = 22 mm. Again, the accuracy settings were also
set to 22 mm for the CalibCam (e.g., Pre13GCP22mmObl) and PhotoScan (e.g., PS13GCP22mmObl)
pre-calibration scenarios (these have their calibrations fixed to the same coefficients as used in the 0 mm
and 2 mm scenarios).
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2.10. GCP Density (GCP Count)
As shown in Figure 1, two GCP sets were chosen. The first set can be considered a standard
distribution of 13 GCPs, 9 around the periphery of the study area and 4 through the middle. The second
set is an example of the sparsest GCP distribution that would be operationally acceptable, a GCP in each
corner of the study area and one in the middle.
2.11. Inclusion/Exclusion of Oblique Photography
The whole study site was flown with nadir photography. Additional oblique photography was captured
with a view toward improving the 3D reconstruction of the main erosion scarp (cracks, overhangs and
small caves). For this study, the set of oblique photographs were taken at an AGL flying height of
approximately 20–25 m with the camera angled between 45° and 65° oriented to face the erosion scarp.
In the scenarios, these oblique images were included/excluded to assess their impact on the accuracy of
the self-calibration and the derived model.
2.12. Accuracy Assessment Using Verification Points
The method used to assess the accuracy of the derived models in comparison to the total station survey
is to report the difference between the precisely-surveyed VPs and their identified location in the derived
point cloud. In PhotoScan, this is done by placing a non-ground control marker in the centre of the target
in multiple images, and PhotoScan reports the difference between the estimated position of those image
marker points in the model to the supplied precise survey coordinate (as X, Y and Z error). In each GCP
density scenario, only the chosen set of GCPs were activated as ground control. The remaining GCPs
were ignored in these scenarios. In each GCP accuracy scenario, the GCP coordinates provided were
either the set of precise survey coordinates or the DGPS equivalents. For each scenario, a set of VP
errors were exported and used to derive metrics for assessing accuracy in X, Y, Z, XY and XYZ (RMSE,
mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum).
3. Results and Discussion
The mapping accuracy achieved for each of the scenarios is summarised in the following figures and
tables. Refer to Table 1 for a summary of the coded scenarios.
3.1. Calibration Options
Pre-calibration based on a target field (PS13GCP2mm/PS13GCP2mmObl and Pre13GCP2mm/
Pre13GCP2mmObl),
on-the-job self-calibration (Self13GCP2mm/Self13GCP2mmObl) and
pre-calibration derived from a checker board pattern (Lens13GCP2mm and Lens13GCP2mmObl)
are compared in Figure 4 and Table 2. The results indicate that the checker board calibration
performed the most poorly. This is particularly evident in the vertical accuracy statistics, with
substantially lower precision and significant bias. Pre-calibration solutions perform marginally worse
than on-the-job self-calibration solutions, particularly in terms of vertical accuracy. The control in
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these scenarios is very precise, and with the exception of models that employ the checker board
pre-calibration (Lens13GCP2mm/Lens13GCP2mmObl), this leads to precise models with no evidence
of significant systematic errors. An on-the-job self-calibration that includes oblique photography
(Self13GCP2mmObl) results in the most accurate model. That accuracy degrades when the oblique
imagery is not included in the solution and results in a model with accuracy comparable to the robust
pre-calibration. Measured in terms of achieved precision, the ranking of choices is:
1. On-the-job calibration using a network that includes oblique photography.
2. Either an on-the-job calibration using only nadir photography or a robust pre-calibration.

Figure 4. Box plots of the four calibration options for σ = 2 mm and with and without
oblique imagery.
3.2. GCP Accuracy (GCP σ)
In assessing the impact of GCP accuracy, we will first consider the 13 GCP scenarios (Figure 5) before
comparing and examining the impact of reducing the number of GCPs to five in Section 3.3 (Figure 6).
The resulting RMSEs are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 2. RMSE for each of the four calibration options tested for σ = 2 mm and with and
without oblique imagery.
Scenario

RMSEXY
(mm)

RMSEZ
(mm)

Lens13GCP2mm
Lens13GCP2mmObl
PS13GCP2mm
PS13GCP2mmObl
Pre13GCP2mm
Pre13GCP2mmObl
Self13GCP2mm
Self13GCP2mmObl

8.8
8.7
4.2
4.1
7.3
7.1
5.1
3.2

41.0
39.3
8.3
8.1
7.1
7.2
6.4
7.8

Figure 5. Pre-calibration versus on-the-job self-calibration scenario comparison using a
strong control network (13 GCPs), with and without oblique imagery.
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Figure 6. Pre-calibration versus on-the-job self-calibration scenario comparison using a
sparse control network (five GCPs), with and without oblique imagery.

Table 3. RMSE for pre-calibration and on-the-job self-calibration for three different GCP
σ scenarios when using a strong control network (13 GCPs) and a sparse control network
(5 GCPs).
Scenario

RMSEXY
(mm)

RMSEZ
(mm)

Scenario

RMSEXY
(mm)

RMSEZ
(mm)

Pre13GCP0mm
Pre13GCP0mmObl
Pre5GCP0mm
Pre5GCP0mmObl

3.6
3.5
7.0
6.7

5.8
5.8
7.3
7.1

Self13GCP0mm
Self13GCP0mmObl
Self5GCP0mm
Self5GCP0mmObl

1.4
1.3
2.7
2.1

5.1
5.9
5.8
6.3

Pre13GCP2mm
Pre13GCP2mmObl
Pre5GCP2mm
Pre5GCP2mmObl

7.3
7.1
7.1
8.8

7.1
7.2
7.4
7.8

Self13GCP2mm
Self13GCP2mmObl
Self5GCP2mm
Self5GCP2mmObl

5.1
3.2
6.0
4.3

6.4
7.8
13.6
11.5

Pre13GCP22mm
Pre13GCP22mmObl
Pre5GCP22mm
Pre5GCP22mmObl

9.1
9.1
8.7
8.6

12.4
12.6
20.0
20.0

Self13GCP22mm
Self13GCP22mmObl
Self5GCP22mm
Self5GCP22mmObl

10.3
7.0
10.5
7.3

16.6
11.9
19.8
15.9
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Similar to the findings reported in Section 3.1, when control is precise (σ ≤ 2 mm), then on-the-job
self-calibration (Self13GCP0mm/Self13GCP0mmObl and Self13GCP2mm/Self13GCP2mmObl) and
pre-calibration (Pre13GCP0mm/Pre13GCP0mmObl and Pre13GCP2mm/Pre13GCP2mmObl) both
produced very accurate models, and including oblique imagery did not significantly impact the results.
Fixing the marker accuracy setting in PhotoScan at 0 mm produced more accurate models than those
that used the 2 mm setting, particularly for the on-the-job self-calibration scenarios.
When GCP precision was degraded to 22 mm, the positive impact of including oblique imagery
became more apparent in the self-calibration scenario (Self13GCP22mmObl), which was shown to be the
most accurate 22 mm scenario. The pre-calibration RMSEXY = 9.1 mm, and on-the-job self-calibration
RMSEXY = 7.0 mm. There was a 3.3 mm horizontal and 4.7 mm vertical improvement for the
on-the-job self-calibration scenario with oblique imagery (Self13GCP22mmObl) versus the on-the-job
self-calibration scenario without oblique imagery (Self13GCP22mm). The implication is that if the GCP
survey is undertaken using DGPS (σ = 22 mm), then on-the-job self-calibration with oblique imagery
produces the most accurate model.
3.3. GCP Density (GCP Count)
The impact on model accuracy of reducing the number of GCPs to five will be assessed (Figure 6), and
then the 13 GCP (dense) and five GCP (sparse) scenarios will be compared (Figure 5 versus Figure 6).
Table 3 summarises these results.
When the GCP density was sparse (five GCPs), the overall accuracy was degraded, particularly in
the vertical, regardless of calibration choice. When control was precise (σ ≤ 2 mm), the bias in the
pre-calibration solutions (particularly in XY) implies that on-the-job self-calibration produced the most
accurate models, and including oblique imagery had little impact. When control was less accurate
(σ = 22 mm), all solutions show bias, and on-the-job self-calibration with oblique imagery produced
the most accurate model (particularly when comparing vertical accuracy). Once again, on-the-job
self-calibration with oblique imagery was the best option when σ = 22 mm and when control was sparse.
As in the dense control scenarios, including oblique imagery provided little or no benefit when the control
was precisely surveyed.
When comparing dense (13 GCPs) and sparse (five GCPs) GCP density scenarios, the most accurate
models were produced when using a higher number of GCPs. The impact was smaller when control
was precise, particularly when using pre-calibration. The vertical accuracy was more greatly influenced
than the horizontal accuracy when the number of GCPs was degraded, particularly when σ = 22 mm and
when σ = 2 mm. When there were only five GCPs, fixing the control (setting σ = 0 mm) had a significant
impact on accuracy in the on-the-job self-calibration case, particularly in the vertical. The same impact
was not seen in the 13 GCP scenarios. When GCPs were less accurate (σ = 22 mm), the addition of
oblique imagery improved model accuracy in both the 13 and five GCP cases. Reducing the number of
GCPs degraded the vertical accuracy of the models, whereas the horizontal accuracy of the models was
not adversely impacted by this reduction in GCP density. In this study, five GCPs represents a practical
minimum, since fewer would result in significant areas of terrain without nearby ground control, and 13
is likely to be a practical maximum, since residuals are approaching the limits of measurement precision.
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The findings of this study do suggest that there is scope for undertaking a similar study over a larger area
in order to produce more ‘scalable’ rules for camera calibration and GCP distribution.
The overarching goal of this research is to better understand the implications of UAV survey design
on the capacity to reliably measure topographic change, such as occurs in eroding coastal landscapes.
The precise survey used to validate our model demonstrates that UAV-MVS has provided
sub-centimetre accuracy point clouds from 25–30 m AGL, which, in turn, allows change detection at
the centimetre level.
The investigation demonstrates that self-calibration is comparable to pre-calibration when the GCP
survey is designed with careful consideration of GCP survey accuracy, distribution and density, coupled
with a well-designed camera network. Including oblique imagery may improve the accuracy of
the results, and for change detection studies, these oblique images better ensure that terrain complexity
is mapped.
A future study will investigate further the spatial distribution of errors. In this study, no doming, such
as reported by James and Quinton [28], Javernick et al. [43], Woodget et al. [44], was evident in either
the sparse or the dense GCP density scenarios.
This study helps to inform operational decisions in the survey design process and to provide insight
into the impact of calibration choices, oblique imagery inclusion, ground control accuracy and ground
control density on the accuracy of the resultant photogrammetric model.
4. Conclusions
The use of UAV-MVS surveys to generate 3D point clouds for coastal erosion monitoring requires
careful survey design to ensure sufficient accuracy for change detection. The influence of calibration
methodology, ground control point accuracy, the number of ground control points (GCPs) and the
inclusion of oblique imagery was investigated. Accuracy was assessed by comparing precisely-surveyed
verification points with their photogrammetrically-derived coordinates. This study is the first to
undertake a precise total station field survey with σ ≤ 2 mm for the purposes of assessing the impact of
these survey design choices on UAV-MVS 3D models of natural terrain.
Under a range of typical operating scenarios, four calibration options were assessed: on-screen
checker board pre-calibration; a pre-calibration using Agisoft PhotoScan; a pre-calibration using 3DM
CalibCam; and a self-calibration using Agisoft PhotoScan. The on-screen checker board pre-calibration
was shown to be the least accurate method (vertical RMSE was ∼5 times less accurate than the other
methods), and so, the conclusions here summarise the findings for flown CalibCam pre-calibrations
and PhotoScan on-the-job self-calibrations. The results indicate that when a dense array of precise
ground control and no oblique imagery was employed in the solutions, then the differences between a
pre-calibration and an on-the-job self-calibration were not substantial (on-the-job self-calibration was
marginally more accurate: the horizontal root mean square error (RMSE) differed by ∼2 mm (RMSEXY
for pre-calibration was 7.3 mm compared to 5.1 mm for self-calibration); the vertical RMSE differed
by 0.7 mm (RMSEZ was 7.1 mm compared to 6.4 mm). When oblique imagery was incorporated into
the same solutions, self-calibration remained the more accurate solution for horizontal coordinates (with
the difference increasing to 3.9 mm, RMSEXY was 3.2 mm, whereas pre-calibration RMSEXY was
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7.1 mm) and still comparable for vertical accuracy (although in this case, 0.6 mm less accurate than the
pre-calibration).
The results indicate that when the number of ground control points was reduced (to only five GCPs
with σ ≤ 2 mm), the accuracy of the solutions degraded, but more so for the self-calibration solution.
However, our results suggest that this degradation of the self-calibration can be mitigated by increasing
the accuracy of the ground control. These results indicate that when the ground control accuracy is high,
the addition of oblique imagery has little impact on model accuracy.
When the dense array of ground control was geolocated at more common operational survey
accuracy (σ = 22 mm) for both the pre-calibration and on-the-job self-calibration scenarios, then our
results show that, with the inclusion of oblique imagery, the self-calibration performed better than
a pre-calibration. In this scenario, horizontal accuracy degraded by only 2.0 mm for pre-calibration
(RMSEXY went from 7.1–9.1 mm) compared to 3.8 mm for on-the-job self-calibration (RMSEXY went
from 3.2–7.0 mm). When comparing on-the-job self-calibration scenarios, then our results show that
a solution without oblique photography performed more poorly than one with oblique photography
(horizontal accuracy reduced by 3.3 mm (RMSEXY went from 10.3–7.0 mm) and vertical accuracy
reduced by 4.7 mm (RMSEZ went from 16.6–11.9 mm)). When the sparse array, instead of the dense
array, of ground control was geolocated at more common operational survey accuracy (σ = 22 mm) for
both the pre-calibration and on-the-job self-calibration scenarios, including oblique imagery significantly
improved the on-the-job self-calibration results (in our case, by 3.2 mm horizontally (RMSEXY went
from 10.5–7.3 mm) and 3.9 mm vertically (RMSEZ went from 19.8–15.9 mm)).
Regardless of GCP accuracy, pre-calibration may be operationally expensive, and so, the better option
is then to employ on-the-job self-calibration ensuring that there is sufficient overlap and that the imagery
extends beyond the focus area. Including oblique imagery is therefore advised. The GCPs should be
distributed across the area to be mapped, particularly around the periphery. The GCP density should be
high enough that it will overcome the issues seen in the sparse control scenarios, such as the degradation
in overall accuracy. Vertical accuracy is particularly susceptible to poor GCP distribution and density.
Questions related to accuracy prediction, configuration considerations, such as GCP distribution, and
variations in camera network design will be the focus of a future study. Finally, it is important to
understand that the inclusion or exclusion of oblique imagery in the scenarios was focussed on the impact
on horizontal and vertical accuracy and does not take into account the improvements to the 3D model
that are seen when adding oblique imagery to the camera station network. The influence of oblique
imagery on the quality of the 3D model will be investigated in future research.
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